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Research Theme in detail：  
＜Goals＞ 
Sign language is the visual language of deaf people. It is also natural language, different 
in form from spoken language. To resolve a communication problem between hearing 
people and deaf, projects for automatic sign language recognition (ASLR) system is 
now under way. Sign is represented by various combinations of posture or movement of 
the hands, eyes, mouth, and so on. Those sign language events are happen both 
sequentially and simultaneously. There remains a need for an efficient method that can 
modeling such simultaneous event in sign language. In this report, an important issue to 
modeling sign is that how to determine the constituent element of sign (i.e., subunit) as 
similar as “phoneme” in spoken language. I have proposed the method to automatically 
generate optimized subunit of sign by using some linguistic feature of sign to classify 
subunit more effectively by using phonetically depend HMMs. It is said that there exists 
different degree of importance between these phonological components. Although It 
was effective to adjust the ratio for each component, a single optimal ratio for all sign 
word was determined experimentally. It is not practical to determine the optimum 
values for specific data in advance. In addition, It is also unreasonable to determine a 
single ratio for all sign words. In this study, I will try to develop a method to estimate 
the optimal value of the ratio of the phonetic component. I will also work on techniques 
to optimize this ratio for each word. 
 
 
 
 
 



＜Report on the Progress of My Research＞ 
 
Stream weight can’t be 
determined by the ML criterion, 
in contrast with other model 
parameters of HMM. In order to 
obtain optimal weight 
automatically, I proposed the 
stream weight optimization 
method by using LDA (Linear 
Discriminant Analysis). All the 
parameters are estimated 
according to the LDA criterion 
which maximizes discriminant 
performance between correct 
sample and incorrect samples. In 
the experiment, it was found that 
similar performance can be 
obtained with conventional 
methods (Fig. 1). This result 
shows movement is relatively 
important feature for sign 
recognition. 
 
＜My future research plans＞ 
I will work on dynamic optimization technique to change the weight each frame by 

using PSO (Particle Swarm Optimization), which is one of the general optimization 
technique. In the other hand, I will try to develop the method for fingerspelling 
recognition by using Kinect sensor. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1: Distribution of likelihood map 
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Fig. 2: An experiment results of isolated word 
recognition 



About the laboratory I belong to (Number of faculty members and students, Methods 
used in research activity)： 
- Full professor: 3, Assistant professor: 1, Technical Staff: 3, Ph.D. student: 20 
- This Institute has participated in several FP7 project and large-scale join research 

with private companies. 
Comments about the workshops and seminars I have attended： 

- Master’s / Bachelor Degree Presentation 

List the seminars and workshops I will be attending: 

- Intensive course of digital signal processing for Master student 

- Doctor's Degree Examination 

 

My research plans for the rest of this term： 

- Dynamic optimization technique to change the weight each frame by using PSO 

- Fingerspelling recognition by using Kinect sensor 

 


